Abstract. The HERMES file system is state-of-the-art file system designed to handle multimedia streaming workload in consumer electronics platform. The design objective of HERMES is to minimize the delay and the delay variance of I/O request in the sequential workload. File organization, meta data structure, unit of storage, or etc. are elaborately tailored to achieve this objective.
Introduction

Motivation
Information Appliance for digital video can be thought as a lightweight computer system designed to store incoming high quality digital video stream at the local hard disk and/or to play the recorded video clips at user's convenience. Unlike the general-purpose computer, which has abundant computing resources and storage capacity, this type of consumer electronics has stringent resource constraints due to its restriction on power consumption, pricing, acoustic, reliability, etc. The disk drive in this device is not an exception. It is not feasible to use high performance disk in this type of device. The realtime playback and the retrieval of multimedia data puts intense bandwidth demand on the storage device. It is mandatory that the underlying file system is elaborately designed to fully utilize the physical performance of the disk by exploiting the characteristics of multimedia workload. Unfortunately, the fundamental design philosophy of the most commodity file systems, e.g. Unix File System, NTFS, EXT2, FAT32, or etc. is ill-suited for meeting the real-time performance requirement of the audio and video data retrieval. One of the reasons is that navigating through multi-level tree structured file entails non-trivial amount of the disk head movement overhead in visiting internal nodes of the tree.
Efficiency of the underlying file system plays a critical role in providing the streaming service in cost effective manner. To effectively exploit the physical bandwidth of the disk, it is important that the file system layout, meta data structure, file organization, file placement, etc. are elaborately tailored so that disk fragmentation is avoided and the time to locate the data blocks is minimized. Special care needs to be taken in designing the file system to meet the requirement of the underlying workload. Dominant factors in I/O latency are the overhead of disk seek operation and the overhead of visiting meta data blocks and intermediate index blocks. Large variations in I/O latency can negatively affect the efficient scheduling and resource allocation of the multimedia data block retrieval. In scheduling a disk I/O for multimedia data retrieval, underlying file system should be able to deliver the requested data in predictable manner.
There is not much debate that the Unix file system is a landmark achievement in modern file system design. However, regarding the multimedia data retrieval, there are two major issues in Unix file system which requires further elaboration. First issue is its file structure. The Unix (or Unix like) file system is designed for a general purpose file system which needs to incorporate a wide variety of data types and wide range of file sizes where most of the files are small. It adopts a skewed tree like file structure where the leaf node in the tree corresponds to data blocks in a file. Unfortunately, this fundamental design philosophy is ill-suited for meeting the real-time performance requirements of audio and video data retrieval. Navigating through the multi-level tree structured file entails a non-trivial amount of disk head movement overhead in visiting the internal nodes of the tree. The second issue is data abstraction. Unix file system abstracts the file as a sequence of byte stream. Mpeg-4 compressed file consists of a set of atoms and each atom may contain video data, audio data, text data, file meta data, or etc. HERMES provides a set of file system level API's which can extract or record mpeg-4 specific information. In this work, we present the novel file system which effectively address the above mentioned issues: (i) file system layout, (ii) file organization, and (iii) multimedia specific API's.
Related Works
The file system related issues of multimedia streaming have been receiving prime focus since the inception of multimedia streaming technology. The I/O operation in multimedia scheduling can be characterized by "continuous" "retrieval" of data blocks. Thus, a lot of efforts have been made on devising an algorithm for "continuity" guarantee. Since legacy SCAN, FIFO, and their bifurcations do not provide bandwidth guarantee, it was not possible to provide continuous flow of data blocks from the disk to the end system. A number of works address these issues and propose the disk scheduling algorithms for multimedia data retrieval [1, 4, 8, 2, 6] .
There are a number of prototype file systems which are designed specifically to handle multimedia data [9, 13] . MMFS [11] improves interactive playback performance by supporting intelligent pre-fetching, state-based caching, prioritized real-time disk scheduling, and synchronized multistream retrieval. In addition to improved response time for VCR-like playback modes, MMFS optimization lead to minimal synchronization skew during multi-stream retrievals, when compared to UFS. It defines new file system data structure called mminfo which carries the streaming specific information, e.g. direction of playback, playback rate, speed of playback(x2, x4, etc.). MMFS uses existing file organization and file system structure of UFS. Minorca Multimedia file system [12] proposed (1) a new disk layout and data allocation techniques called MOSA which offers a high degree of contiguous allocation for large continuous media files and allows the coexistence of small, non-CM files, and (2) a new read ahead method to optimize the input of the I/O request queue. These techniques aim at increasing disk access locality and at reducing disk seek overhead. Presto File System [5] introduces the idea of storing the data based on the semantic unit. The unit of placement is extent which consists of fixed number of semantic units. This file system can suffer from wastage of space when the actual file size is smaller than the extent size. Also, the size of file is limited to one extent. SMART file system [7] maintains a file as a linked list of extents and thus improves the file size limitation in Presto [7] . Symphony [10] also allows each video file to be accessed either as a sequence of bytes or as a sequence of frames. To support two different abstractions in accessing the file, they use two level index structure: index for frame which maps the frame index to byte offset and index for byte which maps the byte offsets to disk block addresses. In Minorca file system and Symphony file system, file is organized using index block and has tree like structure. Particularly, Minorca file system clusters the index block and data block together, which may look like B tree.
Synopsis: Unix File System
Structure of i-node in Unix file system
In Unix file system, the management information is kept strictly apart from the data and is collected in a separate structure for each file. This structure is called "i-node" and stores the metadata information of each file as well as data block references for actual data location. EXT2 i-node structure contains the information of file mode(e.g. rwxrw-r-), user id of owner, file size, etc for management and data reference. Data references consist of twelve direct references, one indirect reference, two-step indirect reference and three-step indirect reference. Reference pointer size is 4 byte. In case of EXT2 file system in Linux, the size of data block can range from 1 to 4Kbytes.With 4Kbyte data block, up to 48Kbyte file can be covered with direct references. Single 4Kbyte block can hold 1024 block pointers. Thus with indirect reference, up to 4Mbyte of data can be covered. If with two-step indirect reference, up to 4Gbyte of data can be stored in a file. Given that multimedia file can easily go beyond a tens of mega bytes, data block retrieval in multimedia streaming operation entails the retrieval of the intermediate pointer blocks as well. While tree structure based file organization gives greater flexibility in handling wide variety of file sizes, retrieval of pointer blocks gives substantial overhead in the streaming operation.
Even with compression method, single one hour movie requires from hundreds of mega bytes up to several giga bytes of disk space. For example, MPEG-1 compressed video for 90 minutes(1.5 Mbits/sec) requires approximately 1Gbytes of storage space. With MPEG-2 compression scheme whose playback bandwidth ranges from 4 to 10Mbps, storage requirement becomes heavier substantially. Storing the file whose size ranges from hundreds of Mbytes to several Gbytes requires two-step or three-step indirect blocks. To access the last data block in 1Gbyte file, three additional blocks need to be accessed to search the data block. These three blocks consist of i-node block((1) in Fig. 2 ) and two indirect blocks(two (2)'s in Fig 2) . Legacy UFS file system has following disadvantage in supporting streaming workload. Since disk needs to access the i-node block and possibly a number of indirect blocks to access the data block, non trivial amount of additional overhead occurs. Even though the i-node and pointer blocks are in the buffer cache, memory access time can consume significant fraction of CPU cycle. It is very unlikely that pointer blocks and data blocks are stored consecutively, especially, when a number of files co-exist in the file system. Disk head needs to travel across the platter to retrieve i-nodes and pointer blocks. i−node 
Data Block Placement in Unix File System
Most file systems of modern Unix family operating systems, e.g. Linux, Solaris, NetBSD, etc. adopt the mechanism to place the data blocks consecutively or as closely as possible. For example, EXT2 file system, which is the most widely used file system in Linux operating system, uses the concept of block group. Block group is a group of consecutive cylinders and is the unit of clustering in EXT2 file system. Using the concept of block group, file system can cluster the data blocks for a file within relatively closer cylindrical position. Unfortunately, block group based placement policy still splits the file into different block groups when the size of files exceeds certain limit and may suffer from significant overhead in disk seek. The block group is created when formatting the file system and cannot not be altered unless file system is reformatted. EXT2 file system consists of multiple block groups. Each group contains the copy of file system superblock(for file system consistency's sake), group descriptor, block bitmap, i-node bitmap, i-node Superblock is located at the first block of the file system partition and stores general information of the file system. It contains the information about (1) the number of extent, (2) the number of multimedia extent, (3) the number of free extent, (4) size of extent, (5) the number of i-node, (6) creation time, etc. Extent is the smallest allocation unit and consists of consecutive data blocks. Extent size is determined when formatting file system and cannot be altered unless the file system is reformatted. The directory entry is stored in directory extent and the multimedia file is stored in multimedia extent. By separating directory entry from multimedia data region, the HERMES file system can reduce the disk seek time and also store and retrieve multimedia data very efficiently. Extent bitmap is used to denote whether the respective extent is in use or not. Free extent is allocated using first fit algorithm. The i-node table consists of a predefined number of i-nodes. All i-nodes have the same size, 128 bytes. Each i-node maintains the file meta-data information: owner ID, group ID, file mode and references of allocated extent, etc. With this design approach, we like to achieve the followings: (i) efficient handling of multimedia playback workload, (ii) minimizing I/O latency, and (iii) supporting wide range of file size. Fig. 4 illustrates the i-node structure of HERMES file system. We improve the i-node design proposed in [12] . The block reference pointer in UFS i-node points to single block, which can be either data block or pointer block. UFS adopts skewed tree-like file structure to cover large size file. In HERMES, we like to avoid using multi-level indirect reference in locating the data block. In HERMES, each block reference pointer can point to cluster of data blocks. Block reference pointer is augmented with i count which denotes the number of consecutive data blocks as in Fig. 4 i_extent [1] i_extent [2] i_count [1] i_count [2] i_extent [11] i_count [11] i_extent [12] i_extent [13] i_extent [14] i_extent[] 
I-node structure in HERMES
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VFS and HERMES
The Virtual File System which is also known as VFS is a kernel software layer that handles all system calls related to a standard Unix file system. Its main strength is to provide the common interface to various different types of file systems. HERMES file system is implemented under VFS layer so that the existing application can use HERMES file system partition without any modification. provided by VFS layer. Also, HERMES provides a number of API's which is dedicated to handle multimedia specific information. The application can directly access these API's to manipulate the multimedia file.
Interface for Multimedia Streaming
HERMES defines a set of application programming interfaces which are specifically designed to handle multimedia streaming workload. These interfaces facilitate the handling of multimedia data in more efficient manner. It achieves the following objective: (i) organizing the file as a collection of LDU(logical data unit), (ii) supporting QoS related data structure and (iii) management of streaming operation specific meta-data. HERMES defines mminfo structure to convey the meta information related to streaming operation. The information includes the direction(forward or backward) or speed(x1, x2,...) of playback. The information of mminfo is used for scheduling the data retrieval operation in HERMES file system. The mp4track structure stores the information about the multimedia data track. The information shows track ID, creation time, modification time, the duration and time scale. The HERMES file system offers a set of kernel level API's. Table 1 illustrates the API's. When opening a file, mp4open int mp4open(const char *pathname, int flags, struct mminfo *mminfo); int mp4close(int fd) int mp4GetMovieIOD( int fd, char* initialOD, int* pIodLength) int mp4GetTrackCount(int fd,int *nCount) int mp4GetMovieTrack( inf fd, unsigned int trackID, struct mp4track *pTrack ) int mp4read(int fd, unsinged int trackID, unsigned int sampleNo, void *buffer, size t size) int mp4write(int fd, unsigned int trackID, unsigned int sampleNo, void *buffer, size t size) Table 1 . API's for multimedia streaming provided by HERMES file system enables the application to specify the information related to mutlimedia playback, e.g. QoS, playback rate, playback speed, etc. This information is carried in mminfo structure. mp4GetMovieIOD retrieves IOD(Initial Object Descriptor) in MPEG-4 file and store this information into iniitalOD.
The size of IOD is stored into pIoDLenght. int mp4GetTrackCount retrieves the number of tracks in MPEG-4 file and stores into nCount. mp4GetMovieTrack retrieves information of the specified track in MPEG-4 file. mp4read reads the samples in a track. The sample can be video frames or the sequence of audio samples. The sample data and its size are read into buffer data structure. mp4write stores the multimedia samples in a track.
Performance Experiment
In this section we examine the performance behavior of the proposed file system. The HERMES file system is implemented on the Linux operating system. Performance of the file system is measured via experiments with a streaming workload. The experiment is performed on dual Pentium III (Coppermine) 746MHz processor with 256 Kbyte cache. The system has the 4 Ultra-Wide SCSI hard disks, each with 9.1 Gbytes disk space. The disk model is IBM Ultra star 36LP. A simulation program is written to sequentially scan the entire file. We vary the number of concurrent streams in the experiments. We compare the I/O latency between HERMES file system and EXT2 file system. Since the streaming workload usually scans the file sequentially, it exhibits higher degree of spatial locality. Fifty MPEG-4 files with 50Mbyte each are created in both EXT2 file system partition and HERMES file system partition. In EXT2 file system, 570Mbytes file consist of 12 direct reference and 143 one-step pointer blocks. We measure the the I/O latency between HERMES file system and EXT2 file system varying the number of concurrent streams. Fig. 6 illustrates the result of experiment. As is shown, I/O latency in the HERMES file system is approximately 70% of the latency in EXT2 file system. This is because as the number of concurrent sessions increases, the overhead of reading the indirect block constitutes more dominant fraction of the elapsed I/O time in the Linux file system. On the contrary, HERMES file system minimizes the disk seek overhead by prohibiting the usage of multi-level indirect reference.
In EXT2 file system, complex i-node structure along with multi-level data block organization and block group oriented placement strategy can make the latency of data block vary widely. In contrast, HERMES file system has relatively flat structure in organizing the data blocks. Thus, I/O latency remains relatively uniform. We measure the variance of I/O lantecy under different number of concurrent streaming session. Fig. 7 illustrates the result of experiment. We can observe that the variance of HERMES is much smaller than EXT2 file system. 
Conclusion
Rapid proliferation of streaming application puts another dimension of complexity in file system design. A file system can be thought of as the middle layer software which maps an abstract entity, file, into the physical concept, disk block. Thus, the file system for multimedia data service should be designed so that periodic multimedia data requests can be handled with relatively uniform I/O latency. Scheduling of I/O requests for individual streaming sessions is left to the upper layer streaming server software. However, uniform and more predictable I/O latency behavior can greatly facilitate scheduling of I/O requests. Thus, it is required that file system for multimedia streaming is required to provide good read latency particularly in sequential read operation in more predictable fashion. Multimedia file can be characterized by two factors: size and bandwidth. The file system for streaming environment should be able to handle large size file efficiently and in the mean time it should be able to deliver a certain amount of data bandwidth with minimal overhead. Legacy Unix-like file system is designed to handle wide variety of file size and is not able to provide these features due to its complex file system structure. However, it leaves much to be desired to be used for streaming purpose. In this work, we focus our effort in devising efficient file system for streaming operation and analyze its performance behavior under streaming workload. There are two design objectives in our file system design. First, it should be able to support sequential access efficiently. To achieve this objective, we avoid using multi-level tree like structure. Single file is organized as a collection of data unit groups. Data unit group contains a fixed number of data units. Instead of using small size data unit(block), each data unit group consists of a collection of semantic data units. Second, the file organization is developed to handle relatively large files(tens of Mbyte), which are commonly found in multimedia applications. Our file system is implemented on the Linux platform. We examine the performance of the given file system under streaming workload and compares it with the performance of the EXT2 file system. There are a number of distinctive
